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Description

Hello,

trying to laod an ecw raster, qgis-dev reports, that ecw is not a supported raster format.

The problem occurs in the osgeo4w installation since gdal 1.9. (under 1.7.4 and gdal 1.8, no problems loading ecw)

1.9.0.0 Gdal-ecw support in the lib category is installed.

The SDK 4.1 ecw dll are copied in the system 32 folder, also in the C:\\OSGeo4W\\bin\\gdalplugins\\1.9 folder.

What is the problem?

Thanks for help.

Gerhard

History

#1 - 2012-03-26 02:38 PM - Giovanni Manghi

- Resolution set to invalid

- Status changed from Open to Closed

please install the package gdal-ecw. Reopen if necessary.

#2 - 2012-03-26 03:10 PM - Gerhard Spieles

- Resolution deleted (invalid)

- File 20120326_gdal_1.9_ecw_unsupported_osgo4w.jpg added

Hallo Giovanni,

i reinstalled the gedal ecw package, but ecw is not recognized.

Picture from osgeo4w online installer with the installed packages is attached.

#3 - 2012-03-26 03:13 PM - Giovanni Manghi

gespiel - wrote:
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Hallo Giovanni,

i reinstalled the gedal ecw package, but ecw is not recognized.

Picture from osgeo4w online installer with the installed packages is attached.

Try

gdalinfo --formats

from the osgeo command line. The ecw format should e listed (if you have copied the necessary dll libraries). If it is listed then be patient a little, a

necessary update needs to be made also in qgis (beside gdal).

#4 - 2012-03-26 03:21 PM - Gerhard Spieles

- File 20120326_gdalinfo_ecw_is_listed.jpg added

Hallo Giovanni

ecw is listed (see attached file). I will wait for the update.

Thank you

Gerhard
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